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In this Issue-

"Children must be taught how to think,
not what to think."
                                ~Margaret Mead



Counsellor’s Chronicles

The evolving trends in the global economy and the demands of the
job market view clarity in communication as one of the key
requirements in a professional profile. Whether it is the internship
tier or the CEO slot, the commonality that binds them together is
the ability to productively express themselves.

Communication -The 21st Century Career Catalyst





The Power of Portfolio in UG Applications
International & domestic universities review the entire student
profile. The focus is not limited to academic scores. Marks are the
basic eligibility stepping stones, what differentiates and
streamlines the admission process is the portfolio that the student
demonstrates. The Letter of Recommendations, SOP Essays, the
individual contributions by the concerned student in the co-
curricular activities, as community members make a significant
contribution to the selection process.

The checklist to remember!



Focus
The field of Robotics has evolved from being an attractive
segment of sci-fi stories to a real and rewarding career. It is a
sophisticated genre of technology that constructs machines
which can implement actions/ tasks. Building of robots involve a
variety of skills that range from pure creativity to razor sharp
analysis and hardcore mathemetical logic.

The stream of 

 Robotics offers a

wide range of

careers.

( Credits- worldscholarshipforum)
Regarding the specific skills and eligibility criteria , watch out for the next

issue !!



ALUMNI EXPERT TALK

It is always a matter of immense pride and pure pleasure to host the
Alumni Expert Talk Session. On 13th December, Sadhana Gupta ( IBDP-
2016) joined us from Hong Kong and delivered an engaging and
informative talk that covered reality bytes of transition from DYPIS to
her current professional designation. 



Overview of the journey till date
Skills acquired /applied in school that helped shape up the
individual  vision
Skills/ strategies acquired later

The sessions included the following pointers and addressed our
High School students:

Our audience enjoyed Sadhana’s presentation and appreciated
her sincerity and brilliance. The concluding Q&A segment
witnessed insightful questions.





Happy Reading!

Team DYPIS


